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506 Fully Booked 

After spending more than one week in F Country, it was time for them to return to their country. 

Bai Qi had to go back to work after a few days of break. Because of that, Zhang Li Xue had to return to Y 

City quickly. 

Meanwhile, Fang Su Jin planned to stay in Capital City for two more days to accompany Zhang Yi Hai. Of 

course, she told her parents that she had some matters to deal with in Capital City and her parents did 

not doubt their daughter 

Because she wanted to keep their relationship a secret, she could only tell lies to her parents now. 

Fang Su Jin felt a little guilty about lying. However, she also wanted to stay around Zhang Yi Hai. Who 

knew when will be the next time she gets to date Zhang Yi Hai once she had returned to Y City? 

Zhang Yi Hai would be busy with his class to go back to Y City. Meanwhile, she did not have a reason to 

come to Capital City other than Zhang Yi Hai. If she frequently visited Capital City, Fang Su Jin worry that 

her parents might be able to sense something. 

Besides, Zhang Yi Hai was still a student and she did not want to disturb his study too much. 

A long-distance relationship was indeed not that easy. 

“Have you booked a place to stay?” Zhang Yi Hai asked as they were walking out of the arrival hall. 

..... 

Fang Su Jin halted the moment she heard his question. However, she quickly composed herself and 

answered, “I haven’t but I can always walk in.” 

“Then, where are you going to stay?” Zhang Yi Hai asked. “I’ll send you over first before going back.” 

“Let’s just stay at the hotel nearby your apartment,” Fang Su Jin suggested. “It will be convenient for us 

to meet later.” 

Zhang Yi Hai smiled. The couple walked out of the building and took a taxi, heading to the hotel nearby 

his apartment. 

Fang Su Jin walked over to the receptionist to inquire about a room. However, she soon received 

another surprise. 

Because of a convention, the hotel was fully booked for two days. 

No matter how many times Fang Su Jin asked them to check, they were unable to help her check-in to a 

room. The hotel staff gave her a list of a nearby hotels. However, the closest was still a bit farther from 

Zhang Yi Hai’s apartment. 

At this time, Fang Su Jin wished that she had booked a room earlier. 



“Why don’t you stay at The Orchid?” Zhang Yi Hai suggested. “It might be farther, but it’s quite 

convenient.” 

Moreover, it was his family’s hotel. Even if it was full, he could always ask the staff to open one of his 

family’s rooms. 

Fang Su Jin pondered over his suggestion. However, she was still a little shy as she thought of what 

happened during her last stay at that hotel. Although the misunderstanding has been cleared, Fang Su 

Jin was worried that the staff would recognize her. 

She looked at the list of hotels for a while and pointed at a name. “Or I can stay at this motel. It’s not 

that far. It will be convenient for us to meet.” 

“No.” Zhang Yi Hai rejected her choice without even considering it. “It’s not very safe to stay here. The 

safety isn’t as good. Su Jin, I’ll be worried.” 

Fang Su Jin lowered her gaze and sighed. 

Perhaps she should choose the hotel farther away. Even though it might not be convenient for them to 

meet, at least, she could still see her boyfriend whenever she can. 

Fang Su Jin was about to open his mouth when Zhang Yi Hai speak first. 

“Then, how about staying over at my place?” 

Fang Su Jin stared at her boyfriend with her eyes wide. Her lips were slightly parted. 

Staying over at his place... Even though she had visited his apartment a few times, Fang Su Jin had never 

stayed over. 

It doesn’t seem appropriate, does it? 

Zhang Yi Hai saw the look on Fang Su Jin’s face and could understand what was going on in her mind. He 

let out a cough and looked away. 

“Don’t misunderstand. I’m not going to do anything inappropriate,” Zhang Yi Hai said. “I just thought 

that it would be convenient for us to see each other. Moreover, my apartment building security is much 

better. Besides, I have another extra room.” 

Fang Su Jin looked at Zhang Yi Hai’s flustered look as he tried to explain to her. She could not help but 

think that her boyfriend was cute like this. 

“Alright.” 

Her answer finally made him stop talking. 

Zhang Yi Hai looked at his girlfriend, wondering if e had misheard her words. “You... you agree?” 

“Mmm...” Fang Su Jin nodded. She lowered her gaze, feeling shy at the way that Zhang Yi Hai was staring 

at her. “Anyway, you did say that it’s quite convenient. Besides, we only have a couple m days to stay 

with each other.” 



Zhang Yi Hai continued to observe her expression. He agreed that they only have two days to stay with 

each other. Then, Fang Su Jin would be going back to Y City. 

Instead of wasting their time on the road to meet, it would be better if Fang Su Jin was staying at his 

apartment. 

Of course, Zhang Yi Hai really did not mean anything when he suggested Fang Su Jin stay at his 

apartment. He was not going to scare her. He just wanted to be more at ease when he can see her. 

He would still recall how Fang Su Jin had gotten into that situation with Mika in F Country. It happened 

because she was alone and he was not by her side. 

Zhang Yi Hai did not want something like that to happen again. 

It would be better to have her where he could always look at her. 

After a while, a faint smile turned up on his lips. “Alright.” He rubbed his neck as if it would be able to 

help dissipate his awkwardness. “Should we go now?” 

“Oh.” 

Her heartbeat accelerated as she watched Zhang Yi Hai pull their luggage to leave the hotel. 

 


